Abstract. We propose dynamic sampled stochastic approximated (DS-SA) extragradient methods for stochastic variational inequalities (SVI) that are robust with respect to an unknown Lipschitz constant L. We propose, to the best of our knowledge, the first provably convergent robust SA method with variance reduction, either for SVIs or stochastic optimization, assuming just an unbiased stochastic oracle and a large sample regime. This widens the applicability and improves, up to constants, the desired efficient acceleration of previous variance reduction methods, all of which still assume knowledge of L (and, hence, are not robust against its estimate). Precisely, compared to the iteration and oracle complexities of O(ǫ −2 ) of previous robust methods with a small stepsize policy, our robust method uses a DS-SA line search scheme obtaining the faster iteration complexity of O(ǫ −1 ) with oracle complexity of (ln L)O(dǫ −2 ) (up to log factors on ǫ −1 ) for a d-dimensional space. This matches, up to constants, the sample complexity of the sample average approximation estimator which does not assume additional problem information (such as L). Differently from previous robust methods for ill-conditioned problems, we allow an unbounded feasible set and an oracle with multiplicative noise (MN) whose variance is not necessarily uniformly bounded. These properties are appreciated in our complexity estimates which depend only on L and local variances or forth moments at solutions x * . The robustness and variance reduction properties of our DS-SA line search scheme come at the expense of nonmartingale-like dependencies (NMD) due to the needed inner statistical estimation of a lower bound for L. In order to handle a NMD and a MN, our proofs rely on a novel localization argument based on empirical process theory. Additionally, we propose a second provable convergent method for SVIs over the wider class of Hölder continuous operators without any knowledge of its endogenous parameters.
Introduction.
We consider methods for variational inequality problems where only a random perturbation of the operator is available. In such problems, we have a closed convex set X ⊂ R d , a distribution P over a sample space Ξ and a measurable random operator F : Ξ × X → R d . We then define the expected operator assuming it is well defined over X. It will be convenient to consider a common probability space Ω on which a probability measure P and the correspondent expectation E are defined. Precisely, from now on we set a random variable ξ : Ω → Ξ with distribution P so that P(A) = P(ξ ∈ A) and Pg = E[g(ξ)] for any A ∈ Ω and integrable random variable g : Ξ → R. 1 Assuming (1), the stochastic variational inequality problem (SVI), denoted as VI(T, X), is the problem of finding a x * ∈ X such that
The solution set of (1)-(2) will be denoted by X
* . An important property of SVIs is that it generalizes stochastic optimization (SP) in the sense that it includes many stochatic variational problems for which T is not integrable. Indeed, if T = ∇f for some smooth function f : X → R satisfying f = E[G(ξ, ·)] for some measurable function G : Ξ × X → R, then VI(T, X) is the first order necessary condition of the SP problem min X f . Additionally, both problems are equivalent if f is convex. Notable examples of SVIs which are not related to SPs are the stochastic saddle-point problem and the stochastic Nash equilibrium problem. From another perspective, SVIs also generalize stochastic system of equations in the sense that it includes geometric constraints related to optimality conditions. Indeed, if X = R d then the problem T (x) = 0 is equivalent to VI(T, R d ). See e.g. [14, 24] . The challenge aspect of SVIs, when compared to deterministic variational inequalities, is that the expectation (1) cannot be evaluated. 2 However, a practical assumption is that the decision maker have access to samples drawn from the distribution P. Under this assumption, a popular methodology to solve (1)- (2) is the Stochastic Approximation (SA) method. In this approach, the samples are accessed in an interior and online fashion: a deterministic version of an algorithm is chosen and a fresh independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) sample is used whenever the algorithm requires operator estimation at the current or previous iterates [37] . In this setting, the mechanism to access F via samples of P is usually named a stochastic oracle (SO). Precisely, given an input x ∈ X and an i.i.d. sample {ξ j } drawn from P (also independent of x), the SO outputs an unbiased sequence {F (ξ j , x)}, that is, satisfying E[F (ξ j , x)] = T (x) for all j. A different methodology is the Sample Average Approximation (SAA) method where an external and offline sample is acquired to approximate the SVI [50] . The approximated problem is then solved by a deterministic algorithm of preferred choice.
The SA methodology was first proposed by Robbins and Monro in the seminal paper [44] for the problem min x∈R d {f (x) := E[G(ξ, x)]} for a random smooth convex function G : Ξ × R d → R, that is, (1)- (2) with F (ξ, ·) := ∇G(ξ, ·). Their method takes the form (3)
given an i.i.d. sample sequence {ξ k } and positive stepsize sequence {α k }. This was the first instance of the now popular stochastic gradient method. This methodology was then extensively explored in numerous works spanning the communities of statistics and stochastic approximation, stochastic optimization and machine learning (see e.g. [4, 7] and references therein). See also [32] for other problems where the SA procedure is relevant (such as online optimization, repeated games, queueing theory, signal processing, and control theory). More recently, the SA methodology was also analyzed for SVIs e.g. in [22, 24, 28, 56, 26, 11, 52, 19, 20, 5, 6] . We refer also to [17] .
The estimation in SA methods is measured by the oracle error. This is the map ǫ : Ξ × X → R d defined by (4) ǫ(ξ, x) := F (ξ, x) − T (x), (ξ ∈ Ξ, x ∈ X).
For p ≥ 2, the oracle error's p-moment function is defined by
In the deterministic case, assumptions on the operator T provide local surrogate models to establish the convergence of methods which solve VI(T, X).
In order to define and analyze SA methods, assumptions on the variance σ(·) 2 := σ 2 (·) 2 (or even higher order moments) are as important as assumptions on T . This is because local surrogate models also need the estimation of T from the SO. In that respect, we will consider Lemma 1.2 which is a consequence of the following assumption. Assumption 1.1 (Heavy-tailed Hölder continuous operators). Consider definition (1) . There exist δ ∈ (0, 1] and nonnegative random variable L : Ξ → R + such that, for almost every ξ ∈ Ξ, L(ξ) ≥ 1 and, for all x, y ∈ X,
Define a := 1 if X is compact and a := 2 for a general X. We assume there exist x * ∈ X and p ≥ 2 such that P [ F (·, x * ) ap ] < ∞ and P [L(·) ap ] < ∞. We define L := PL(·) and L q := q P[L(·) q ] + L for any q > 0. 3 on X with respect to the norm · .
Lemma 1.2 (Hölder continuity of the mean and the standard deviation). Consider definitions (4)-(5), suppose Assumption 1.1 holds and take q ∈ [p, 2p] such that the integrability conditions of Assumption 1.1 are satisfied. Then T is (L, δ)-Hölder continuous on X and σ q (·) is (L q , δ)-Hölder continuous
See the Appendix for a simple proof. In this work we shall only consider the Euclidean norm · . Assumption 1.1 is standard in stochastic optimization [50] . It is much less standard in the literature of SA methods where, typically, it is assumed an uniform bound on the oracle's variance, i.e., the existence of some σ > 0, such that sup x∈X σ(x) 2 ≤ σ 2 . Unless the stochastic error in (4) is independent of 4 x ∈ X, such global uniform bound implicitly assumes X is compact. Moreover, even if such bound holds, it does not provide sharp complexity estimates since typically σ(x * ) 2 ≪ σ 2 for x * ∈ X * (see Example 3.9 in [20] ). Assumption 1.1 does not require compactness of X (including unconstrained quadratic SPs and affine SVIs with a random matrix). Moreover, we will show that our convergence bounds depend only on the local variances σ(x * ) 2 , or the correspondent forth moments, at solutions x * ∈ X * (see Theorem 4.11 and Section 6) . See e.g. [3] where adaptive methods are proposed to exploit local strong convexity modulus in stochastic optimization. From a practical point of view, our statistical analysis will be built upon the standard assumption of an unbiased oracle with i.i.d. sampling (UO). In the rest of the paper, it will be convenient to define the following quantities associated to an i.i.d. sample ξ N := {ξ j } N j=1 drawn from P. Recall definitions (1) and (4) . We define the empirical mean operator and the oracle's empirical mean error associated to ξ N , respectively, by
ǫ(ξ j , x), (x ∈ X). (6)
Related work, proposed methods and contributions.
The performance of first-order methods for optimization and variational inequalities strongly depend on the stepsize sequence. As an example, given a smooth convex function f : R d → R, a classical method to solve min R d f is the gradient method
, where {α k } is a positive stepsize sequence. One choice of stepsizes that guarantees its convergence is the small stepsize policy (SSP): any stepsize sequence satisfying k α k = ∞ and k α
has a provable accelerated convergence rate in comparison to the SSP since its stepsize sequence do not vanishes. However, the later has the advantage of not requiring an estimate of L and, in this sense, it is a more robust and practical policy since L is rarely known. A significant improvement is the use of line search schemes which build endogenous adaptive stepsizes bounded away from zero at the expence of a few more gradient evaluations. As an example, given iterate x k , Armijo's line search [2] defines the stepsize α k as the maximum α ∈ {θ ℓα : ℓ ∈ {0} ∪ N} such that
whereα ∈ (0, 1], θ, λ ∈ (0, 1) are exougenous parameters and, for all α > 0,
The next iterate is then defined by
This policy enjoys the accelerated convergence of the CSP and the robustness of the SSP, i.e., it does not require knowledge of L. Many variants of line search schemes were developed and extended to include other variational problems. For variational inequalities, two notable ones are the line search schemes of Khobotov [27] and of Iusem-Svaiter [21] .
As expected, the stepsize policy is also determinant in the performance of SA methods. In the seminal work [44] and in later developments, it is shown that the SSP is sufficient for the convergence of the SG method (3). The nontrivial aspect here is that the SSP has to deal not only with the convergence of the sequence but also to progressively reduce the variance of the oracle's error trajectory
Such additional challenge in SA methods is still an active research subject and it has received a burst of interest in the last decade motivated by large scale statistical machine learning applications.
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The performance of a SA method can be measured by its iteration and oracle complexities given a tolerance ǫ > 0 with respect to a suitable metric. The first is the total number of iterations, a measure for the optimization error, while the second is the total number of samples and oracle calls, a measure for the estimation error. As an example, statistical lower bounds [1] show that the class of smooth convex functions has an optimal oracle complexity of O(ǫ −2 ) in terms of the optimality gap. A fundamental improvement with respect to estimation error was Polyak-Ruppert's iterate averaging scheme [42, 43, 47, 38] . This scheme replaces the SSP by longer stepsizes
2 ) with a subsequent final average of the iterates using the stepsizes as weights (this is sometimes called ergodic average). If one oracle call per iteration is postulated, such scheme obtains a convergence rate of O(k −   1 2 ) with optimal iteration and oracle complexities of O(ǫ −2 ) on the class of smooth convex functions. This is also the size of the final ergodic average, a measure of the additional averaging effort implicitly required in iterate averaging schemes. Such methods, hence, are efficient in terms of oracle complexity. Iterate averaging was then extensively explored (see e.g. [23, 25, 40, 39, 37, 54, 24] ). The important work [37] studies the robustness 5 In this challenge setting, theoretical and practical experience has shown that first order methods are competitive and, sometimes, the best known methods.
of iterate averaging in SA methods and shows that such schemes can outperform the SAA approach on relevant convex problems. On the strongly convex class, [4] gives a detailed non-asymptotic robust analysis of Polyak-Ruppert averaging scheme. It theoretically and numerically justifies the importance of iterate averaging in handling the oracle's error variance.
Although iterate averaging methods obtain optimal oracle complexity, a remaining question is if improved iteration complexity with (near) optimal oracle complexity can be achieved. In this sense, a rapidly and recent line of research proposes SA methods with variance reduction using more than one oracle call per iteration to alleviate the role of the stepsize in reducing variance. Two representative examples include gradient aggregation methods and dynamic sampling methods (see [7] , Section 5). These methods can use a constant stepsize policy and thus obtain an accelerated rate of convergence when compared to the iterate averaging scheme. Designed for finitely supported distributions with bounded data, gradient aggregation methods reduce the variance by combining in a specific manner eventual exact computation (or storage) of gradients and eventual iterate averaging (or randomization schemes) with frequent gradient sampling. See e.g. [7] and references therein. Designed to solve problems with an arbitrary distribution and online data acquisition (as is the case in many stochastic and simulation optimization problems based on Monte Carlo methods), dynamic sampling methods reduce variance by estimating the gradient via an empirical average associated to a sample whose size (mini-batch) is increased at every iteration. See e.g. [12, 8, 15, 49, 16, 20] and references therein. However, an essential point is if such increased effort in computation per iteration is worth. A nice fact is that current gradient aggregation and dynamic sampling methods achieve, up to constants, the order of the deterministic optimal iteration complexity with the same (near) optimal oracle complexity and averaging effort of standard iterate averaging schemes. In this sense, gradient aggregation and dynamic sampling methods can be a more efficient option than iterate averaging.
We now comment on the main purpose of this work. All variance reduction SA methods mentioned above still use a constant stepsize policy α k = O( 
2 ) is still a more robust policy when L or other needed parameters are unknown or poorly estimated [37, 4] . In this setting, current variance reduction methods may be impractical. An important question is: can faster rates of convergence with (near) optimal oracle complexity be accomplished by robust variance reduction methods? By robust variance reduction we mean the use of adaptive schemes that avoid exogenous estimation of L and produce a stepsize sequence bounded away from zero. Motivated by line search schemes in deterministic methods, our aim is to propose line search schemes for a class of dynamic sampled SA methods (DS-SA). In this work we focus on SVIs and pursue an improved complexity analysis of stochastic optimization problems in future research. To the best of our knowledge, line search schemes for SVIs are currently nonexistent. Even for stochastic optimization, considering that Robbins-Monro's seminal work was published in 1951, it seems that only very few existing works treat adaptive stepsize search schemes for SA methods with stepsizes bounded away from zero [33, 34, 48, 36, 51, 53, 29, 30, 31] . Still, some of them only suggest a scheme without a provable convergence theory [33, 34] . For those which do guarantee convergence, some still require knowledge of the Lipschitz constant or use a small stepsize policy [48, 36, 51] and, hence, are not robust variance reduction methods. Finally, the analysis in [53, 29, 30, 31] are too restrictive since they require much more than the standard assumption of an UO used in stochastic approximation and do not give complexity estimates. In all mentioned works, uniformly bounded assumptions are made (either on the set or on the oracle's variance) and no convergence rates or oracle complexity are given (hence their efficiency cannot be compared to the SSP). Differently, our oracle assumptions are standard and, in this sense, our proposals are also novel for stochastic optimization problems viewed as particular cases of SVIs. Moreover, we provide rate of convergence and oracle complexity and do not assume uniform boundedness.
Finally, before presenting our methods and results, it will be very instructive to briefly discuss why the analysis of line search schemes in SA methods are considerably different and intrinsically more difficult than in the deterministic case. This may explain the absence of a satisfying convergence theory of SA methods with line search schemes which: (1) do not use knowledge of the Lipschitz constant, (2) obtain stepsizes bounded away from zero and (3) only assume an UO. Since [44, 45] , it is well known that the analysis of SA methods strongly relies on martigale processes. From a generic perspective, such martingale-like property is obtained by:
(i) Optimization process: the deterministic iterative algorithm satisfies a fixedpoint contraction or Lyapunov principle.
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(ii) Estimation process: standard stochastic approximation consists in using a fresh i.i.d. sample update at every iteration. (iii) Exogenous stepsize policies: for instance, the SSP
2 ) with iterate averaging and the CSP α k = O( 1 L ). We also include adaptive vanishing stepsizes which achieve better tunned constants but still require exogenous parameters (see e.g. [55] ). As an example, consider the stochastic gradient method (3) with stepsizes satisfying
. Given a solution x * , it is possible to show that
where If one considers adaptive endogenous stepsizes and use variance reduction, a natural choice would be a SA version of Armijo's rule (7): chose α k as the maximum α ∈ {θ ℓα : ℓ ∈ {0} ∪ N} such that 
) which is not a martingale difference: it is a measurable function of the coupled variables ξ k and x k+1 due to backtracking. Even when ξ k is an i.i.d. sample of P, this coupling is inevitable and, hence, the desired convergence (9) lim In this work, we propose Algorithm 1 for Lipschitz continuous operators and Algorithm 2 for general Hölder continuous operators to solve SVIs via the SA methodology. These methods use dynamic sampling and line search schemes to cope with the absence of the Lipschitz constant or the parameters of Hölder continuity. Our contributions are resumed in the following.
(i) Robust variance reduction with efficient oracle complexity and multiplicative noise: To the best of our knowledge, Algorithm 1 is the first provable robust variance reduced SA method, either for SVIs or SPs, with improved iteration complexity and near optimal oracle complexity. This means that we obtain, up to constants, an optimal iteration complexity of O(ǫ −1 ) and near optimal oracle complexity of O(ǫ −2 ) (up to log factors on ǫ and L) in the large sample setting for SVIs with Lipschitz continuous operators without the a priori knowledge of the Lipschitz constant L. Previous nonrobust variance reduction methods use the policy α k = O( 1 L ) and obtain, up to constants, the same complexities [20] but require an exogenous estimate of L. Such estimate is often nonexistent in practice. Moreover, even in possession of such an estimate, the convergence can be slow if it is of a poor quality. On the other hand, previous robust methods use vanishing stepsizes with the poorer iteration complexity of O(ǫ −2 ) in the case of ill-conditioned problems [37] . Concerning line search schemes, they are nonexistent for SVIs but it seems our results are also new for SPs (seen as a particular SVI): all current methods either still use the knowledge of L and other parameters, use the small stepsize policy (and, hence, have a slower iteration complexity) or postulate (9) without giving complexity estimates [53, 31, 29, 30] . Condition (9) is much stronger than the standard assumption of an UO, a sufficient assumption for our analysis. Differently than previous robust methods for bounded ill-Algorithm 1 DS-SA-extragradient method with a DS-SA line search scheme
and the sample rate {N k }.
2:
Generate sample
Algorithm 2 DS-SA-hyperplane method 2:
from P and compute
where
contidioned problems [37] , we ask only Assumption 1.1 (an oracle with multiplicative noise). In this aggressive but practical setting, the oracle's variance is not uniformly upper bounded if X is unbounded. Our bounds are local in the sense that they depend on variance at solutions, the Lipschitz constant and initial iterates (but not on the diamater of X nor on a global variance upper bound). Compared to nonrobust variance reduced methods [8, 16, 20] , a price to pay in our estimates for not having an exogenous estimate of L is that the oracle complexity of Algorithm 1 has an additional factor of ln(L)O(d). We note however, that such upper bound is tight in comparison to the sample complexity of the general SAA estimator, an estimator which does not assume extra information on the problem (see e.g. Theorem 5.18 in [50] ). We refer to Theorem 4.11, Corollary 4.12 and Section 6.
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(ii) Complexity estimates of SA methods via a local empirical process theory: as mentioned before, DS-SA line schemes intrinsically introduce nonmartigale-like processes. Going beyond standard martingale techniques used in SA methods with exogenous stepsize policies, we use a novel analysis based on advanced techniques from Empirical Process Theory [9, 41] to analyze correlated errors introduced in stochastically approximated line search schemes. Very importantly, we do not postulate significantly narrower oracle assumptions such as (9) used in [53, 31, 29, 30] . We refer the reader to Section 3 for a detailed description. This is the most sensible part of our work and the cornerstone tool. Our analysis also sets the ground for potential generalizations to other robust algorithms based on the SA methodology 9 . In a nutshell, our proposition is to locally decouple the dependency in the correlated error up to the control of an empirical process over a suitable ball centered at the current iterate. The intuition here is that the iterate generated after the line search scheme, although highly dependent on the fresh i.i.d. sample, lies at a ball whose radius is dependent on previous information and on a martingale difference error. We refer to Section 3 for futher details. The statistical preliminaries are carefully presented.
Besides items (i)-(ii) above, another contribution is the proof of convergence of Algorithm 2. Our main interest in this algorithm is that, differently than Algorithm 1 whose convergence holds for Lipschitz continuous operators, Algorithm 2 converges for arbitrary Hölder continuous operators without any knowledge of the exponent δ and the Hölder modulus.
In Section 2 we give some preliminaries. Section 3 develops a general empirical process theory which is later applied in the convergence theory of Algorithms 1 and 2. The convergence theory of Algorithm 1 is presented in Section 4 while the convergence theory of Algorithm 2 is presented in Section 5. Section 6 concludes with some discussions concerning Algorithm 1. Some lemmas are proved in the Appendix.
Preliminaries and notation. For x, y ∈ R
d , we denote by x, y the standard inner product, and by x = x, x the correspondent Euclidean norm. Given
S(H, C) denotes the solution set of VI(H, C).
The following properties of the projection operator are well known (see e.g. [14, 21] and [11] , Proposition 4.1).
Lemma 2.1. Take a closed and convex set
For X as in (2), we use the notation Π := Π X . Given an operator H :
n and α > 0, the natural residual function associated to VI(H, X) is
, (x ∈ X). 8 Our complexities hold for the quadratic natural residual or the D-gap function (see Section 2). If X is compact, our method achieves the same complexities, up to constants, in terms of the dual-gap function (see e.g. [37, 11] ). 9 Possibly requiring nontrivial adaptations.
It is a equivalent metric to the D-gap function (see [14] , Theorems 10.2.3 and 10.3.3 and Proposition 10.3.7). For T as in (2), we use the notation r α := r α (T, ·). For α = 1, we define r(H; ·) := r 1 (H; ·) and r := r 1 . We shall need the following lemma (see [14] , Proposition 10.3.6).
is non-increasing.
Given sequences {x k } and {y k }, we use the notation
Given a σ-algebra F and a random variable ξ, we denote by E[ξ], E[ξ|F], and V[ξ], the expectation, conditional expectation and variance, respectively. Given
. We write ξ ∈ F for "ξ is F -measurable", ξ ⊥⊥ F for "ξ is independent of F " and 1 A for the characteristic function of a set A ∈ F. Given x, y ∈ R, ⌈x⌉ denotes the smallest integer greater than x, x ∨ y := max{x, y} and x ∧ y := min{x, y}. N 0 := N ∪ {0} and, for m ∈ N, we use the notation [m] = {1, . . . , m}. |V| denotes the cardinality of a set V, B denotes the Euclidean unit ball and B[x, r] denotes the Euclidean ball with center x and radius r > 0.
As in other stochastic approximation methods, a fundamental tool to be used is the following Convergence Theorem of Robbins and Siegmund [45] for perturbed nonnegative supermartingales.
3. An empirical process theory for DS-SA line search schemes. As mentioned in Section 1.1, if L in Assumption 1.1 is known then the analysis of SA methods with the CSP can exploit the fact that the oracle error's define a martingale difference. This type of errors can be controlled in a relatively straightforward way (see Lemma 3.13 in Section 3.3). The main objective of this section is to prove the following theorem. This is will the most sensitive part of our analysis and it is the cornerstone tool to handle nonmartingale-like oracle errors obtained when stepsize DS-SA line search schemes are used to estimate an unknown L (see (A) in Section 1.1 and comments following it). 
the following holds: (i) There exist positive constants {c
where 
Up to universal constants, the same bounds above holds for
For further detail on the constants of Theorem 3.1, see Remark 3.14 in Section 3.3. To prove Theorem 3.1, we will crucially require intermediate results which rely on a branch of statistics called Empirical Process Theory. Let {X j } N j=1 be a sequence of independent stochastic processes X j := (X j,t ) t∈T indexed by a countable set T with real-valued random components X j,t . The associated empirical process (EP) is the stochastic process T ∈ t → Z t := N j=1 X j,t . An essential quantity in this theory is Z := sup t∈T Z t . If T = {t}, then Z is simply a sum of independent random variables. Otherwise, Z is a much more complicated object. To understand Z, it is important to bound its expectation and variance. EPs arise in many different settings in mathematical statistics [9] .
We apply EP theory as a novel way to successfully analyze stochastic approximated line search schemes. Referring to Algorithm 1 and Theorem 3.1, we have
Our strategy is to construct an EP that locally decouples the dependence in ǫ(ξ k , z k ) between ξ k and z k at the k-th iteration. 10 The intuition behind our decoupling technique is that, although z k is a function of (
. Based on this fact and that, by i.i.d. sampling, ξ k ⊥⊥ x k , we can decouple ξ k and z k using the following guidelines: (i) we condition on the past information F k , noting that x k ∈ F k and ξ k ⊥⊥ F k , (ii) we then control an EP indexed by the ball B k , (iii) we further note that in item (ii) we must also control ǫ(ξ k , x k ) which affects the radius of the ball B k . Nevertheless, since
is a martingale difference and, hence, easier to estimate. The developed theory is presented in consecutive sections. The statistical preliminaries used outside the proofs are carefully introduced so to make the presentation as self contained as possible. We refer to the excelent book [9] by S. Boucheron, G. Lugosi and P. Massart, a standard reference in the area. A global outline is as follows. Typically, if Z := sup t∈T Z t for a stochastic process (Z t ) t∈T , an upper bound on E[Z] is derived under a suitable tail property on the increments of (Z t ) t∈T and chaining arguments [13] . In Section 3.1, we derive instead an upper bound on
The main reason to do so is that we assume heavy-tailed random operators satisfying Assumption 1.1. As a consequence, we will work with the square of sub-Gaussian random variables (see Definition 3.2). In Section 3.2, we apply Lemma 3.7 derived in Section 3.1 to obtain the general Lemma 3.11. This lemma provides an uniform bound over a ball on the L p -norm of empirical error increments of heavy-tailed Hölder continuous operators, the main stochastic object in this work. Self-normalization (see [41] and Theorem 3.9), variance bounds (Theorem 3.8) and a simple decoupling argument based on Hölder's inequality are also needed for that purpose. Finally, the proof of Theorem 3.1 is given in Section 3.3. It relies on Lemma 3.11, the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy's moment inequality for martingales in Hilbert spaces [10, 35] and the ideas of items (i)-(iii) above.
The L
2 -norm of suprema of sub-Gaussian processes. In order to bound the expectation or the L 2 -norm of sup t∈T Z t for a stochastic process (Z t ) t∈T , it is important to understand the tail behavior of its increments (Z t − Z t ′ ) (t,t ′ )∈T ×T . We will thus need the definitions of sub-Gaussian and sub-Gamma random variables. 2 -norms under heavier tails, we will need also the following result which establishes that the centered square of a sub-Gaussian random variable is sub-Gamma on the right tail. It follows, e.g., as a corollary of Theorem 2.1 and Remark 2.3 in [18] in the one dimensional setting.
Theorem 3.3 (Square of sub-Gaussian random variables). Suppose that Y ∈ R is a sub-Gaussian random variable with variance factor
One celebrated technique to understand sup t∈T Z t for a stochastic process (Z t ) t∈T is the so called chaining method (see e.g. [13] ). This consists in approximating T by a increasing chain of finer discrete subsets. In this quest, the "complexity" of the index set T plays an important role. This is formalized in the next definition. In particular, for all t ∈ T , there is s ∈ T θ such that d(s, t) ≤ θ. Note that the metric entropy is a nonincreasing real-valued function. The next lemma establishes the metric entropy of the Euclidean unit ball B of R d (see Lemma 13.11 of [9] ).
Lemma 3.5 (Metric entropy of Euclidean balls). Let B be the Euclidean unit ball of
θ . Hence, the "complexity" of B is proportional to d, an effect perceived in high-dimensional problems. However, note that H(θ, B) grows slowly when the discretization precision θ diminishes. This is a key property in order for the chaining method to work.
Before proving the main Lemma 3.7 in this section, we state one more needed preliminary result. It bounds the expectation of the maximum of a finite number of sub-Gamma random variables (see, e.g., Corollary 2.6 of [9] ). It is an essential lemma while using discretization arguments. 
Lemma 3.7 (L 2 -norm of suprema of sub-Gaussian processes). Let (T , d) be a totally bounded metric space and θ := sup t∈T d(t, t 0 ) for some t 0 ∈ T . Suppose (Z t ) t∈T is a continuous stochastic process for which there exist a, v > 0 and δ ∈ (0, 1] such that, for all t, t ′ ∈ T and all λ > 0,
Proof. We first note that the continuity of t → Z t and separability of T imply that, for any continuous function f , sup t∈T f (Z t ) is measurable since it equals sup t∈T ′ f (Z t ) for a countable dense subset T ′ of T . Set T 0 := {t 0 }. Given i ∈ N, we set θ i := θ2 −i and denote by T i a θ i -net for T with maximal cardinality N (θ i , T ). We also denote by Π i : T → T i the metric projection associated to d, that is, for any t ∈ T , Π i (t) ∈ argmin t ′ ∈Ti d(t, t ′ ). By the definition of a net, we have that, for all t ∈ T and i ∈ N, d(t, Π i (t)) ≤ θ i . By the triangular inequality, this implies that for all t ∈ T and i ∈ N,
For any t ∈ T , lim i→∞ Π i (t) = t and Π 0 (t) = t 0 imply that
In the following, we denote ∆ i (t) := Z Πi+1(t) − Z Πi(t) for all i ∈ N and t ∈ T . The above equality implies that (
using Hölder's inequality in the second inequality.
Fix
Relations (17) and (18) imply that, for all t ∈ T ,
where we have defined a i := a(3θ i+1 ) δ and v i := v(3θ i+1 ) 2δ . The above relation implies that, for all t ∈ T , ∆ i (t) − a i is sub-Gaussian with variance factor v i . This,
i and the change of variables λ → 2λ imply that, for all t ∈ T and 0 < λ < 1 4vi , (21) ln E e
that is, for all t ∈ T , ∆ i (t) (20)- (21) and Lemma 3.6 imply further that
Taking the square root in the above relation we get (22) sup
We now take the square root in (19) and use (22), valid for any i ∈ N, obtaining
To finish the proof, we use θ i = θ2 −i and
in the above inequality.
Heavy-tailed Hölder continuous operators: self-normalization and L
q -norms of suprema of EPs. We will now focus on bounds of EPs associated to sums of the form x → 
In order to cope with a heavy-tailed L(ξ) in Assumption 1.1, we will need Theorem 3.9, a result due to Panchenko (see Theorem 1 in [41] or Theorem 12.3 in [9] ). It establishes a sub-Gaussian tail for the deviation of an EP around its mean after a proper normalization with respect to a random quantity V . In our set-up, the standard Hölder continuous assumption turns out to be sufficient to estimate this quantity. 
and
Then there exists an universal constant c > 0 such that, for all t > 0,
Finally, before proving Lemma 3.11, we will need Theorem 3.10 which is a standard tail characterization of sub-Gaussian random variables. Theorem 2.1 in [9] gives a proof for the case E[Ỹ ] = 0. The adaptation for the general case is immediate using the facts that E[e −tỸ ] ≥ e −tE[Ỹ ] by Jensen's inequality, the integral formula
(Tail characterization of sub-Gaussian random variables).
If Y ∈ R is a random variable such that, for some v > 0 and for all t > 0,
then, for all t > 0, we have ln E e tỸ ≤ e √ vπ 2 t+8vt
2 .
We now prove the main lemma of this section. It uses Lemma 3.7 and Theorems 3.8-3.10. (6) . Given x * ∈ X and R > 0, we define
Proof. A first step is to rewrite Z as the supremum of a suitable EP and use Theorem 3.8. In the following, we define the set B X := {u ∈ B : x * + Ru ∈ X} for x * ∈ X and R > 0 as stated in the theorem. Note that
where the second equality uses the fact that · = sup y∈B y, · . Next, we define the index set T := B X × B and, for every j ∈ [N ] and t := (u, y) ∈ B X × B, we define the random variables
From Assumption 1.1, it is not difficult to show that, for every j ∈ [N ], the process T ∋ t → X j,t is Hölder continuous with respect to the metric (27) d
This fact, the separability of T and (24), imply that (Z t ) t∈T is a continuous process and Z = sup t∈T0Z t = sup t∈T0 Z t is measurable, where T 0 is a dense countable subset of T . Hence, we may assume next that T is countable without loss on generality. Our next objective is to use Theorem 3.8, bounding |Z| p in terms of E[Z], M and σ 2 .
PART 1 (An upper bound on E[Z]):
To bound E[Z] we will need Lemma 3.7 and Theorems 3.9-3.10. At this point, let's fix t = (u, y) ∈ T and t ′ = (u ′ , y ′ ) ∈ T and define the measurable function
We have that Pf (·) 
1). By construction and (25)-(26), we have f (ξ
for some universal constant c > 0 and
We will now give an upper bound on V . Given ξ ∈ Ξ, (1), (4) and Hölder continuity of F (ξ, ·) and T (Assumption 1.1 and Lemma 1.2) imply that ǫ(ξ, ·) is (L(ξ)+L, δ)-Hölder continuous on X. This, definition of f and the facts that y, y, u, u ′ ∈ B and x * + Ru, x * + Ru ′ ∈ X imply that, for all j ∈ [N ] and ∆f
where we used concavity of R + ∋ x → x δ in third inequality and the fact that
(1−δ) δ y − y ′ for y, y ′ ∈ B in last inequality. We take squares in the above inequality, use relation (
i and definitions of V and (27). We thus obtain
where we have defined (30) W
and used that
Relations (28)- (29) and
The above relation and Theorem 3.10 imply that for some universal constants C 1 , C 2 > 0 and for all λ > 0,
We now observe that (31) holds for any t, t ′ ∈ T . Inequality (31) and Lemma 3.7 with (T , d) as defined in (27) , the continuous process
where we defined C = C 2 1 + C 2 2 and used the fact that Z t0 =Z t 0 WN = 0. From Lemma 3.5 and the fact that, for any θ > 0,
where we used the facts that ln(1 + x) ≤ x,
11 The previous fact can be derived from the inequality 2 x ≥ 1 + (ln 2)x.
Hölder's inequality implies that
Since {ξ j } j∈[N ] is an i.i.d. sample from P, we also obtain from (30) 
PART 2 (An upper bound on M and σ
2 ): From the definition of σ 2 in Theorem 3.8 and (25), we get
where we used the fact that ǫ(
δ for u ∈ B X (Assumption 1.1 and Lemma 1.2) in first inequality and the fact that {ξ j } j∈[N ] is an i.i.d. sample of P in the last inequality.
From the definition of M in Theorem 3.8 and (25), we get
where, again, we used the fact that ǫ(
in second inequality and the fact that {ξ j } j∈ [N ] is an i.i.d. sample of P in the last inequality. We take the p-th root in the above inequality and note that for p ≥ 2 we have N
From (35)- (37) and definitions of L 2 and L p in Assumption 1.1, we obtain the required claim.
The proof of Theorem 3.1.
With the theory developed in Sections 3.1-3.2, we are now ready to prove Theorem 3.1. We shall use Lemma 3.11 and follow the ideas of items (i)-(iii) presented in the introduction of Section 3. We will also need the next Lemma 3.13 which controls the oracle's empirical error. Its control is easier than the oracle's correlated error, since it defines a martingale difference. Its proof uses Assumption 1.1 and a version of Burkholder-Davis-Gundy's inequality in Hilbert spaces (see [10, 35] ). (4)- (6) and definition of C q in Theorem 3.12. Set
Proof. We define the R 
is a set-valued measurable function. This fact and Theorem 14.37 in [46] imply further that, for any measurable function ǫ : Ω → [0, ∞) and R > 0,
and ω → sup (38) are measurable functions.
We first prove item (ii) for the easier case when X is compact. We set R := D(X) and note that z N ∈ B[x * , R] ∩ X. This and (38) imply that
for some universal constant c > 0, where we used Lemmas 3.11 and 3.13 with q = p in the last inequality. The above inequality and definition (5) prove item (ii). We now prove item (i) in the case X may be unbounded. Given
. Taking into account this fact, Lemma 2.1(iii) and definitions of z(ξ N ; α, x), (4) and (6), we get that, for any α ∈ [0,α], (39) where, in last inequality, we used Hölder continuity of T (Lemma 1.2) .
In the sequel we define the quantities
Setting α := α N in (39), we have that 12 z N ∈ B(ǫ N ) ∩ X. We now make the following decomposition
using the definitions
PART 1 (Upper bound on I 1 ): from the fact that z N ∈ B(ǫ N ) ∩ X and (38), we may bound I 1 by
where we used Lemmas 3.11 and 3.13 with q = p in the last inequality. Using the fact that R(s * ) = (1 + Lα + L 2pα ) ∆(x, x * ) and setting c δ :
, we get from the above chain of inequalities that
using Assumption 1.1 and Lemma 1.2 in the third inequality and (39) 
where we used Hölder's inequality.
With respect to the last term in the rightmost expression of (43), we have, in view of Lemma 3.13 with q = p,
Concerning the second term in the rightmost expression of (43), Lemma 3.13 with q = 2p implies that (45) |ǫ
From Markov's inequality and (45) we obtain
The convexity of t → t 2p and the fact that
Using this fact and putting together relations (43)- (46) we get
where we used the fact that 13 s * = L 2p ∆(x, x * ). Relations (41)- (42) and (47), definition (5) and the facts that ∆(x,
Remark 3.14 (Constants). In Theorem 3.1, the constants satisfy
where C Lα,p := 1 + 2Lα + |L(ξ)| 2pα and C p and C 2p are defined in Lemma 3.13.
Analysis of Algorithm 1 for Lipschitz continuous operators.
We state next additional assumptions needed for the convergence analysis of our algorithms. In this section we always assume that in Assumption 1.1 we have δ = 1. For brevity, we will not mention it any further. Assumption 4.1 (Consistency). The solution set X * of VI(T, X) is non-empty.
Assumption 4.2 (Pseudo-monotonicity). We assume that
Assumption 4.3 (I.I.D. sampling). In Algorithm 1, the sequences {ξ
Concerning Algorithm 1, we shall study the stochastic process {x k } with respect to the filtrations
x − x * 4δ with 4δ > 2 in the Lipschitz continuous case. The geometry of projection methods implies the derivation of a recursion in terms of { x k − x * 2 }. It is then crucial for the convergence analysis that follows that we can choose a s * that balances the bounds R(s * ) δ
x − x * β 1 in I 1 and
x − x * β 2 in I 2 with β 1 , β 2 ∈ (0, 1]. 14 Pseudo-monotonicity generalizes monotonicity:
Recall that the gradient of a smooth convex function is monotone and the gradient of a quotient of a positive smooth convex function with a positive smooth concave function is pseudo-monotone.
Recalling (4), (6) and Algorithm 1, we will define the following oracle errors:
Their relations to F k and F k will be essential in the convergence analysis. By definition of Algorithm 1 and Assumption 4.3, we have that z k ∈ F k and η k ⊥⊥ F k . These facts imply that, with respect to the sampling time scale, the process
With respect to the iteration time scale, the same facts imply that the process k → ǫ k 2 defines a martingale difference adapted to the filtration F k+1 . Similar observations hold for the processes
The line search scheme (11) introduces the error ǫ k 3 . It does not have the previous martingale-like properties above due to the coupling between ξ k and z k . This will be resolved by applying Theorem 3.1 with
It is also important to note that the stepsize α k is a random variable satisfying α k / ∈ F k and α k ∈ F k .
Convergence analysis.
We first show that the line search (11) in Algorithm 1 is well defined. Proof. Set γ ℓ := θ −ℓα and
Assuming by contradiction that the line search (11) does not terminate after a finite number of iterations, for every ℓ ∈ N 0 ,
using definition of r α (H k ; ·) in Section 2, the fact that γ ℓ ∈ (0, 1] and Lemma 2.2 in the last inequality. The contradiction follows by letting ℓ → ∞ in the above inequality and invoking the continuity of F (ξ k , ·), resulting from Assumption 1.1, the fact that lim ℓ→∞ z k (γ ℓ ) = x k , which follows from the continuity of Π, and the fact that r(H k ; x k ) > 0, which follows from the definition of Algorithm 1.
The next lemma shows that the DS-SA line search scheme (11) either chooses the initial stepsizeα or it is an unbiased stochastic oracle for a lower bound of the Lipschitz constant L = E[L(ξ)] (using the same samples generated by the operator's stochastic oracle). Precisely, ifα is not chosen, then O(α −1 k ) (with an explicit constant) is a.s. a lower bound for 
Proof. Ifα satisfies (11), then α k =α. Otherwise, we have
. We have thus proved the first statement. Since a.s. L(ξ) ≥ 1, we also have a.s. L k α k ≥ (λθ) ∧α. The second statement follows from this fact and
using Hölder's inequality in the second inequality, the convexity of t → t 2 in the third inequality and the fact that ξ k is an i.i.d sample of P with ξ k ⊥⊥ F k in the last equality.
Recall (48) . We define, for k ∈ N 0 and for x * ∈ X * , 
See Remark 6.1 in the Appendix for details on the constants above. In the following convergence analysis, we set p = 2 (see Remark 4.15 for the interest in higher moments). Proof. If Algorithm 1 stops at iteration k, then
. From this fact and Lemma 2.1(iv) we get, for all x ∈ X,
From the facts that x k ∈ F k and ξ k ⊥⊥ F k , Assumption 4.3 and (1), we have that
Using this result and the fact that x k ∈ F k , we take (53) and obtain, for all x ∈ X, T (x k ), x − x k ≥ 0. Hence x k ∈ X * . Suppose now that Algorithm 1 generates an infinite sequence. Take some x * ∈ X * . Taking into account k N −1 k < ∞, Proposition 4.8 for a general X (a := 2) and the fact that x k ∈ F k , we apply Theorem 2.3 with
r(x k ) 2 , in order to conclude that a.s.
In particular, a.s. {x k } is bounded and
The fact that lim k→∞ E[r(x k ) 2 ] = 0 is proved in a similar way, taking expectation in the recursion of Proposition 4.8.
Relation (54) and the continuity of T (Lemma 1.2) and Π (Lemma 2.1(iii)) imply that a.s. every cluster pointx of {x
. From Lemma 2.1(iv), we conclude thatx ∈ X * . A.s. the boundedness of {x k } and the fact that every cluster point of {x k } belongs to X * imply that lim k→∞ d(x k , X * ) = 0.
4.2.
Convergence rate and oracle complexity. As mentioned in the Introduction, we allow X to be unbounded and the SO may not have an uniformly bounded variance over X. In this setting, it is not possible to infer a priori the boundedness of the sequence x k 2 (i.e., L 2 -boundedness of the iterates). In this section, we obtain such L 2 -boundedness when using DS-SA schemes. This will be essential to obtain complexity estimates. 
Proof. In the following, we set 
For any a > 0, we define the stopping time τ a := {k ≥ k 0 : |d k | 2 > a}. From (55)- (56) and definition of τ a , we have that, for any a > 0 such that τ a < ∞,
, and hence, a
1−φ =: B, where we used that φ ∈ (0, 1). By definition of τ a for any a > 0, the argument above implies that any threshold a 2 which the sequence {|d k | 2 2 } k≥k0 eventually exceeds is bounded above by B. Hence {|d k | 2 2 } k≥k0 is bounded and it satisfies the statement of the proposition.
We now obtain a rate of convergence. 
≤ J, the following bound holds for all k ∈ N 0 :
Proof. 
i . The proof of the statement follows from the above inequality, the bound
A near optimal oracle complexity is guaranteed in the next corollary of Theorem 4.11. 
iterations and with a.s. an oracle complexity 
, the total number of oracle calls is Remark 4.14 (Radius estimate for unbounded X). By Proposition 4.10, the constant J in Theorem 4.11 can be estimated by
, using the fact that 1 − φ ∈ (0, 1) and the constant definitions in Assumption 1.1, Theorem 3.1, Lemma 3.13 and Remarks 3.14 and 6.1 with p = 2. From (55) and (57), k 0 in (59) can be estimated by
As discussed in Section 6, the exponential dependence in (60) 
and study the stochastic process {x k } with respect to the filtration
We will replace Assumption 4.3 by the following one.
Assumption 5.1 (I.I.D. sampling). In Algorithm 2, the sequence {ξ
We also define the oracle errors: 
In particular, γ k > 0 in (16) .
Proof. Item (ii) is a direct consequence of (i). We prove next item (i). Assume by contradiction that for every ℓ ∈ N 0 ,
We let ℓ → ∞ above and by continuity of F (ξ k , ·), resulting from Assumption 1.1, we obtain
using Lemma 2.1(v) in the last inequality. Since we have x k = Π(g k ) by the definition of the method, we obtain that λ ≥ 1, a contradiction.
The following Lemma is also proved in the Appendix.
Lemma 5.3. Consider Assumptions 4.1-4.2 and (62). Suppose that Algorithm 2 does not stop at iteration
We now aim at controlling the error term γ k ǭ k 2 , x − z k . This term is not a martingale difference, since z k depends on ξ k . We shall need the following lemma.
Lemma 5.4. Suppose that Algorithm 2 does not stop at iteration k + 1. Then
Proof. We only need to prove the second inequality. The line search (14) and the fact that
From (65) and the definition of γ k we get
while the definition of γ k gives
using the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality. Inequalities (66)-(67) imply the claim. 
Proof. We denote z k := Π(g k ), so that
using the fact that
In view of (68), we have
using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, Lemma 5.4, and the facts that 0 < α k ≤α ≤ 1 and 0 < β k ≤β.
Since x * ∈ X * , by Lemma 2.1(iv), we use the fact that x * = Π[x * − β k T (x * )] and the definitions ofz k , g k andǭ k 1 in order to obtain
using Lemma 2.1(iii) in the first inequality, and the fact that 0 < β k ≤β together with Lemma 1.2 in the last inequality.
Using (69)-(70) and the fact that x k − x * δ ≤ 1 + x k − x * , we take |·|F k | p 2 and get
using the fact that x k ∈ F k . By Lemma 3.13 with q = p and the facts that x k ∈ F k and ξ k ⊥⊥ F k , we get
where we used the fact that x k − x * δ ≤ 1 + x k − x * . By Theorem 3.1, (62) and the facts that z k = z β k (ξ k ; α k , x k ), x k ∈ F k and α k ∈ (0, 1], we get
where we used the fact that δ ∨ x k − x * δ ≤ 1 + x k − x * . Invoking Hölder's inequality, we also get
Relations (71)- (74) 
We now consider two cases for the event Ω 1 . Case (i): lim k∈N α k = 0. In this case, we may refine N if necessary, and find some (random)ᾱ > 0 such that α k ≥ᾱ for all k ∈ N. It follows from (87) that on Ω 1 ,
From (14)- (15), we get
for all k. Relations (88)-(89) imply that, on Ω 1 ,
6. Discussion on the complexity constants of Algorithm 1. Suppose the oracle is exact. In that case, Algorithm 1 would have essentially the same rate estimates, up to universal constants and a factor of O(ln L) in the oracle complexity, either if a line search scheme is used or a CSP is used with a known Lipschitz constant (LC). The reason is that the Lipschitz continuity is only related to the smoothness class of the operator. The situation is different when the oracle is stochastic: the Lipschitz continuity also quantifies the spread of the oracle's error variance. 16 Consequently, the lack of knowledge of the LC is much more demanding in the stochastic case. It is instructive to compare the complexity constants when the LC is known or not. In the following, we recall the rate of convergence of Theorem 4.11 and the constants defined in Assumption 1.1, Theorem 3.1, Lemma 3.13, Remarks 3.14 and 6.1 and Proposition 4.7 with p = 2.
Suppose first the LC is known. This was already considered in [20] under a more general condition than Assumption 1.1. However, it leads to weaker complexity constants as argued in the following. 17 It is possible to show that if the stronger but fairly general condition of Lemma 1.2 holds andα = O( 2 . SinceαL 2 1 we also have C 2 1 and C 2 1. Assuming L 2 is known, we obtain a property not satisfied by the estimates in [20] : k 0 in (60) 
which depends only on the local variance σ 2 (x * ) 2 and the initial iterate x 0 . This can be seen as a variance localization property. We note that the above rate is sharper than those obtained in [20] (See Section 3.4.1 in [20] .) 19 Consider now the more challenging regime when the LC is unknown. As expected, the constants in the rate of Theorem 4.11 are less sharp then the ones in (96). First, (96) is not explicitly dependent on the dimension d. In terms of dimension, the rate in Theorem 4.11 is of O( 2 , for a compact X. Observe that a line search scheme can only estimate a lower bound for |L(ξ)| 4 . For a largeα, the lack of an upper bound leads to a rate with larger constants when compared to (96). This is a manifestation of our absence of information of the LC. Note that robust methods are expected to have nonoptimal constants since the endogenous parameters are unknown [37] . Third, note that (96) only depends on the initial iterate x 0 . This is possible since k 0 in (60) can be calibrated using the knowledge of the LC. For an unknown LC and for an unbounded X, k 0 depends on M but it still independent of the oracle's error moments {σ 4 (x)} x∈X over X. Differently than (96), for a largeα (implying a larger value for M), the rate in Theorem 4.11 will depend on D 2 k0 (x * ) := max k=0,...k0 E[ x k − x * 2 ] for a possibly large k 0 . Although not as sharp as (96), the resulted rate estimate for a large k 0 is not a limiting issue. It is still in accordance to, and in fact generalize, previous estimates which rely on compactness of X (see e.g. [37] ): for a compact X, we have max k=0,..
where we used Cauchy-Schwartz in second inequality and Lemma 2.1(iii) with (12)- (13) in the third inequality. Concerning the first term in the rightmost expression in (99), we have
